Index to the sheet numbers of the Six Inch Ordnance Survey Maps [1833 to c.1950] for Co. Londonderry
Note that, in this particular county, there is a pre-1905 and a post-1905 index. This is because the First Edition of the
County Series of OS maps was replaced by the Second Edition c.1905 and certain changes were made to the areas
covered by the maps west of Ballykelly. Note that these two grids are not drawn to scale and are only intended to give
you an idea of which sheet or sheets would cover the area that you are researching. For the exact details of the sheet
number or numbers for the map covering a particular townland see the Townlands in Co. Londonderry and their
Administrative Divisions database at the Administrative Divisions link in the top menu of this website.

This index map
should be used for
maps up to 1905.
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This index map should be used
for maps after 1905. Note the
changes in the areas covered by
sheets 13 to 15, sheets 21 to 23
and sheets 28 to 29.
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Index to the sheet numbers of the Six Inch Ordnance Survey Maps for North and Mid Antrim
Again, this grid is not drawn to scale and is only intended to give you an idea of which sheet or sheets would cover the
area that you are researching. For the exact details of the sheet number or numbers for the map covering a particular
townland see the Townlands in North and Mid Antrim and their Administrative Divisions database at the Administrative
Divisions link in the top menu of this website.
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The Valuation Maps covered by these sheets in both Co. Londonderry and North & Mid Antruim can be seen at the
http://www.askaboutireland.ie/griffith-valuation/index.xml website.
The askaboutireland.ie maps are valuation maps. In general these maps are very clear and easy to read.
However, as shown below there are some maps in both Co. Londondonderry and North & Mid Antrim that are
somewhat problematic.
For more information on how these maps differ from the vast majority of maps on the askaboutireland.ie website - go to
the www.askaboutireland.ie/griffith-valuation/index.xml - read more paper at the Valuation Records webpage.
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